Double Counting Policies for Rackham Students Participating in the CogSci Grad Certificate
Single PhD +
Certificate

Joint PhD +
Certificate

 No double  No double
counting
counting
limitations
limitations
 COGSCI
 COGSCI
700 may be
700 may
used to
be used to
fulfill
fulfill
cognate
cognate
requiremen requireme
ts
nts

Any type of graduate
program + 2 or more
graduate certificates
 no double counting
between any 2 certificates

Single/Joint
PhD+Embedded
Masters +
Certificate
 Courses used
for the PhD
program may
be double
counted
toward the
grad
certificate if
the courses
have not been
counted
towards the
embedded
masters.
 Otherwise,
only up to 1/6
of the
coursework
from the
embedded
master’s may
count towards
certificate
requirements
(see next
column)

Single Masters +
Certificate

Joint PhD/Masters +
Certificate

Joint Masters/
Masters +
Certificate

 Only 1/6 of the
 Courses used for the  Only 1/6 of the
master’s program
PhD program may be
master’s program
course work may
double counted
coursework *per
be double
toward the grad
master’s program*
counted with the
certificate if the
may be double
certificate,
courses have not
counted with the
provided the
been counted
certificate,
certificate is at
towards the masters.
provided the
least 10Hours
certificate is at
 Otherwise, only up to
(the CogSci
least 10 Hours (the
1/6 of the
Certificate is a
CogSci Certificate is
coursework from the
minimum of 4
a minimum of 4
master’s may count
three‐credit
three‐credit
towards certificate
classes, for a total
classes, for a total
requirements
of 12 minimum
of 12 minimum
 Students may use a
credits)
credits)
combination of PhD/
 For example:
 Triple Counting (eg,
and Masters
30 hours Mech Eng
the course counts
coursework towards
M.S.E.
for both Master’s
the certificate so long
15 hours Complex
and the certificate)
as the amount of
Systems CERT
is not allowed (only
coursework used
30 hours divided by 6
2 degrees/
from the Masters
=5
certificates can
adheres to the 1/6
5 is not more than
overlap)
rule
half of the CERT

